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Chair's Update by KP Williams
Those of us in academia know all too well the flurry and rush of preparing to start a new
academic year. However, we also recognize and value the vital work of practitioners whose
work does not follow the academic calendar. Similarly, the work of CDS by its members and
leaders is an ongoing effort that requires collaboration, cooperation, and a renewed
commitment to the CDS mission and Principles of Good Practice.
This summer included important work by CDS members and leadership. In addition to the
successful conference, committees are revisiting and revising the CDS Principles of Good
Practice, defining the rights and responsibilities that come with CDS membership, and
expanding membership both generally as well as country and student chapters. Eric Trevan,
Executive Leadership Fellow, continues working on behalf of the Society to increase
membership, develop strategic initiatives, and identify opportunities for member
engagement beyond the Annual International Conference.
As a reminder, the 2021 regular and special election is underway. You will receive official
correspondence regarding the election from Anthony Cook, CDS Secretary and Nominations
Committee Chair. Please also remember to mark your calendars for the 2021 Annual
Business Meeting on Wednesday, October 13, 2021, from 6:00-8:00 PM CDT. An
agenda and link to join the meeting will be available in next month’s Vanguard.
In this edition, you can learn more about the 2021 Virtual Conference, recognize the 2021
CDS Awards recipients, and learn more about opportunities to expand the Membership and
Retention Committee.

'Thank You' from the 2021
CDS Virtual Conference
Planning Committee!
The 2021 CDS Virtual Conference was a
success, with 260 unique participants taking
part in almost 1,992 cumulative hours of
incredible presentations, meetings, and

conversations. We are incredibly grateful for
the support received by this year’s
conference sponsors, keynote speakers,
presenters, attendees, and planning
committee members. We sincerely hope
attendees enjoyed engaging in discussions
and learning opportunities surrounding local
resilience to global challenges.
See you next year for the 2022 Annual
International Conference of the Community
Development Society in Portland, Oregon,
USA!

CDS Recognizes 2021 Award Recipients
The Community Development Society
recognizes the accomplishments of those
working in the field through its awards. The
current awards system originated in the mid1980s and has become a fixture at the CDS
Annual Conference. Presently, there are a
dozen different awards categories, with
specific honors for programming, teaching,
research, and service, to the Society and the
profession.
While the COVID pandemic prevented CDS
from holding an in-person conference for the second straight year, the virtual conference
provided the Society a chance to hand out honors after a one-year hiatus.
Selecting the honorees (except for the President's Award) was done by the Awards Working
Group, which is part of the Membership Committee. The working group included Michael
Dougherty of West Virginia University as chair, Huston Gibson of Kansas State University as
vice chair and the liaison to the board, Gary Goreham, who recently retired from North
Dakota State University and helped lead the conference planning efforts, and Grey Magaiza
from the University of the Free State in South Africa.
This year, five persons received regular awards, while another two individuals received
special honors. Read more about this year's recipients later in this issue.

Membership and Retention Committee Seeks Expansion
The field of community development continues to
thrive. There are almost 100 community
development university degree programs,
certificates, and minors in the U.S. Other programs
are popping up across the globe. Non-profits and
government continue to provide opportunities for
practitioners. The Society has had engaging
conferences. In addition to our well-established
journal, Community Development, Rhonda Phillips
and Norm Walzer launched a new journal, Local
Development and Society. Many practitioners draw
upon CD Practice for insights to complement my
fieldwork. More needs to be done in the areas of
networking and other forms of communication for
the Society to be more relevant.
The Society needs new members for our organization to become more vibrant and to have a
more visible impact on the field. Do you have lists of people or individuals we should

contact? If so, please send us that contact information. Would you like to be part of the
CDS membership recruitment and retention network? If so, send us your name and contact
information.
Thanks for your commitment to the community development field and the Community
Development Society. I hope to hear from you soon.
Ron Hustedde
Chair, CDS Membership Recruitment and Retention Network

2021 Award Recipients
Friend of Community Development Award
Souvik Saha, a Trustee of the Bristol City of Sanctuary in the
UK, received the Friend of Community Development Award.
The Friend of Community Development Award recognizes a
person who is not a CDS member but who has made a
significant contribution to the field of community
development. Recipients of the award often reflect the broad
and diverse continuum of community development.
Souvik has been actively working with various local NGOs to
provide the refugee population in Bristol with a better to live.
His work has provided refugees a platform for community
participation and a chance to engage with the decision-makers
at the city council about policies and issues affecting their
lives. He has been involved in the refugee integration program
with local NGOs and the city council. And he has been
instrumental in influencing community members to provide health, peer, and physical
activity support to the refugees. For example, his work led to creating a sports club to
provide sports training, physical activity, cultural and language exchange.

Innovative Program Award
Brian Raison of Ohio State University Extension
received the Innovative Program Award for this work
"Connecting Online: Helping CD & Extension
Practitioners Engage Audiences." This award
recognizes a CDS member or group for a superior,
innovative program (recent or ongoing) using the
Principles of Good Practice.
Using the Principles of Good Practice, Brian designed
curriculum materials to enhance the leadership and
educator capacity and ability to deliver still programs
which include engagement during the pandemic.
Sessions topics included Critical Strategies for
Engagement, Online Teaching Strategies, Coaching
During COVID, A Mental Health Check-in for Your
Team, Reach Before You Teach, Helping Students Feel Safe in an Online Class, and How to
Deal with a Reluctant Audience. Clients have included USDA NIFA's Regional Rural
Development Centers, the Extension Foundation, Kansas State University, the University of
Nebraska, Cornell University, Indian Campus Compact, and Colorado State University's
Reinvention Collaborative.

International Community Development Award
Two persons received the International Community
Development Award: Diego Thompson from Mississippi
State University and Dilip Patil of the Department of
Lifelong Learning & Extension at the University of
Mumbai. This award recognizes outstanding contributions
to community development in an international setting.
This includes, but is not limited, to working with
communities in countries other than the United States of
America; working with people with an international

background within the USA, such as engaging immigrant and refugee people; or
undertaking research, teaching, or practice that contributes to international community
development outcomes. Each of this year's winners approaches this work from a different
perspective.
Diego has worked with immigrant groups in Iowa, Vermont, and Mississippi to build local,
inclusive food systems, with attention to bringing in young people and increasing their skills
and abilities not only as food producers but as active community participants in building a
collective sustainable future. In Uruguay, he worked with four different communities
undergoing climate and economic stresses to find sustainable participatory paths to a
healthy ecosystem, social inclusion, and economic security.
Diego's efforts have documented the processes and impacts of collective agency and
collective identity among marginalized groups, particularly immigrants and farmworkers. His
research and community organizing work has a constant concern for social justice, achieved
through recognizing and enhancing the assets of those most excluded within communities.
He recognizes the importance of political capital and the state's role, working with
communities to help them respond to and influence the policies that enhance and limit their
opportunities to thrive collectively.
Meanwhile, for the past 40 years, Dilip's work has focused on the integral participation of
various groups in the community in western India—tribal members, women, low socioeconomic classes, and often left-out castes— in ways that incorporated the multiple
interests in the community. By focusing on the issues of importance from the perspective of
local communities and groups, his programs' rate of community participation has been very
high. This meaningful participation has yielded clean and healthy villages. In addition, the
introduction of electricity in tribal huts and the development of village roads (with the help
of local self-government agencies) fostered easy communication with markets and larger
communities and providing timely medical facilities in remote, interior hilly areas.
The building of community leadership capacity has threaded through Dilip's work, especially
notable by organizing various leadership training camps with the help of NGOs and
government agencies. Due to his work's awareness and capabilities built among the
downtrodden communities, these communities have become more self-reliant, and most of
these groups are now self-sustaining.

Duane L. Gibson Distinguished Service Award
Milan Wall of the Heartland Center for Leadership Development
received the Duane L. Gibson Distinguished Service Award. This
award is presented to a CDS member in recognition of superior and
long-standing service to the field of community development and
especially work for the advancement of the Society. It is one of the
highest honors given out by the Society.
Throughout Milan's 40-plus year career as co-director of the
Heartland Center, he has committed resources and talent to rural
and community development theory and practice to communities
both nationally and internationally in scope. Researching successful
communities during the agricultural crisis of the mid-1980s, he coauthored with Vicki Luther the research report, "Clues to Rural
Community Survival," a landmark publication on applied
community development practice. Initially published in 1987 and
currently being updated to its fourth edition, the report's impact is significant as it has been
used in at least two-thirds of the US states and 12 other countries.
Milan has facilitated hundreds of workshops and trainings as well as invited to speak on the
national level. For example, through the Heartland Center's signature workshop Helping
Small Towns Succeed, over 800 people have become familiar with topics discussed in Clues
and concepts such as Appreciative Inquiry, Strategic Visioning, Diversity, and Building
Entrepreneurial Communities. One success story was strategic visioning for Pilger,
Nebraska, a community of 352 that was decimated by twin tornadoes in June 2014. For two
years, Milan helped eight task forces reach their vision of such things as a new community
center, a new comprehensive plan, and helping to attract residents back to Pilger.
Milan has also served as a consultant to the University of Nebraska-Lincoln. In addition, he
has been instrumental in shaping Rural Prosperity Nebraska, a community development
component of Nebraska Extension. The program engages six pillars (Leadership, Economy,
Placemaking, Engagement, Regional Foods, People Attraction) to help make Nebraska
communities better places to live, grow, work and visit. A decade earlier, Milan worked with
the Rural Futures Institute and other partners to create what was then called the Rural
Serviceship Program. This effort sent teams of two college students to five rural

communities over the summer to work on locally identified betterment projects.
Milan has had a career impacting rural communities, urban neighborhoods, and regions
while keeping CDS Principles of Good Practice at the forefront. Besides the numerous
communities he has worked with, the number of people he has trained, a cadre of folks he
has mentored will keep his vision of community development and that of the Heartland
Center for Leadership Development moving forward. Milan is well-deserving of this award
for his impact and commitment to community development.

President's Award
Gary Goreham and Bob Bertsch from North
Dakota State University received the CDS
President's Award. This pair was scheduled to
lead the hosting effort for a conference in
Fargo last year but could not because of the
pandemic.
Even with a year's delay, the Society couldn't
meet in person in 2021. So, Gary and Bob
led the effort to transform what would have
been our in-person gathering into a virtual
experience.
This honor is discretionary on the part of the
CDS Chair. (Previously, it could be awarded by the President under the Society's previous
leadership structure, which is the basis for the award name.) Thus, it can be given to
someone who makes contributions during a chair's term in the leadership of the Society
and, more importantly, to the Society itself. It has been awarded only a handful of times in
the last quarter-century.
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